ACTIVATIONS

THE MONTRÉAL SCIENCE CENTRE
The Montréal Science Center is a scientific museum dedicated to the popularization of science, the promotion of
knowledge and the development of scientific and technical culture.
More than 750,000 tickets purchased per year
➢

4 permanent exhibitions

➢

1 temporary exhibition

➢

IMAX®TELUS Theatre
▪ Superpower dogs 3D
▪ Great Bear Rainforest 3D

PERMANENT EXHIBITION

Created for 3 to 7 years old,
this exhibit will go under
reviewing in 2020, for a
reopening at xmas 2020.

Experiment with science in all its many
forms from inside seven large activity
zones each more fascinating than the
next. Explore geometry, air, motion,
light, coding, matter and water in highly
interactive spaces that engage the body
and mind.

Creative challenges focused on
invention and assembly of
objects of all kinds.

An interactive exhibition that takes us
to the very heart of human evolution
through
a
highly
energetic
environment. Designed to demystify
the fascinating universe of the body,
and what we might become in the
future.
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TEMPORARY EXHIBITION
TEMPORAIRES
Health from Head to Toe
As of October 5, 2019

A three-part program on overall health.
Mental Health, Mind Matters
Come unveil a clearer picture of mental health and learn just
how understanding our mental health can help us achieve a
healthy state of mind.
The perfect match : Sports vs. Science
New technologies are letting us understand better than ever
how our athletic abilities have evolved over time. Explore
some of the tech that captures physiological data in real time
and lets us study, compare, and improve our athletic abilities.
No-stress studio
Enjoy a moment of inner peace with a controlled breathing
exercise.
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TEMPORARY EXHIBITION
SPACE
February to September 2020
Space invites visitors to explore the trip that humans take in space and to imagine a future where Earth will no longer be
the only planet we live in.
What is it like to travel, live and work in space?
What makes it so difficult?
This hands-on exhibit explores the challenges and solutions that will shape our future in space.
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TEMPORARY EXHIBITION
Dinosaurs
Until March 20, 2020
An immersive experience steeped in realism bringing to life 14 roaring full-sized and strikingly real animatronic dinosaurs.
Go back in time more than 65 million years to what life was like on Earth and imagine their breath on the back of your
neck. Explore spectacular prehistoric scenes telling the story of two major excavation sites, two skeletons, and twenty
fossils. Discover newly revealed secrets about these giants by probing into the most recent and remarkable
discoveries about their appearance and behaviours. Take command of an animatronic dinosaur and explore our four
interactive stations. Let the marvels of science and technology transport you into the exciting adventure-filled world of
these majestic creatures.
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IMAX®TELUS THEATRE
Great Bear Rainforest 3D
As of October 5, 2019
Embark on an epic journey into an ancient rainforest
sheltered by an impenetrable mountain barrier, home to
the rarest bear in the world. Great Bear Rainforest is one
of the last untouched wildernesses on the planet. This
astounding land is a sanctuary for grizzlies, sea wolves,
sea otters, humpback whales and a mythical animal, a
rare full white subspecies of black bear, known as the
Spirit Bear.
Explore a lush unspoiled ecosystem tucked away in the
largest coastal rainforests in the world. Located on the
Canadian West Coast, this untamed paradise has been
protected for thousands of years by First Nations
peoples. Escape the whirl modern life and dive into a
spectacular natural wonderland that only IMAX® with
laser can make larger than life on a giant screen.
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VISITORS’ PROFILE
EDUCATION

GENDER
Man

46

High school or less
College
University

27 %
28 %
45 %

Woman

54

ORIGIN

Montréal island

AGE (ind. customer)

North & South
shores

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

5%
13%

27%

▪
▪
▪

Household REVENUE

55%

Tourists from Qc
(- than 40 km from
MSC)
Tourists from Qc
and outside
boarders

Source : Internal research – Marketing Nov 2018

Less than 18 yo :
18 - 24 yo :
25 - 34 yo :
35 - 44 yo :
45 - 54 yo :
55 yo and more :

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Less than $30,000
$30,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $69,999
$70,000 - $99,999
$100,000 and more

LANGUAGE
7%
12 %
23 %
24 %
16 %
18 %

26 %
21 %
17 %
16 %
20 %

French
English or orther

21%

79%
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ATTENDANCE
Holiday seasons
27,757 sold tickets (exhibitions and IMAX) over a 14 days period*

March break
28,121 sold tickets (exhibitions and IMAX) over a 9 days period*

*Average based on past 3 years.
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THE ALLEY
A temporary space dedicated to MSC visitors, including a good number of families, to eat,
relax and play.
Available dates for activations:
➢
➢

Holiday season: December 21, 2019 to January 4,2020
March break: February 29 to March 8,2020

ACTIVATION COSTS

ACTIVATION COSTS
Holiday season & March break : $3,500 / day
2-days weekend (Saturday AND Sunday) : $6,500
1-day weekend : $3,500
1-day weekday : $3,000

CONTACT
Catherine Bourdon
Account Executive, Partnership Servicing and Foundation
cbourdon@oldportofmontreal.com

Thank you!

